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Our Commitment to Clean

Meetings

1. Registration
   Separate registration areas; options for signage and physical barriers

2. Room Sets
   Customized floor plans with seating capacities reviewed for each individual event

3. Audio/Visual
   Sanitized equipment; live-streaming support to facilitate hybrid meetings with virtual attendees

4. Guest Flow
   Clearly marked meeting entrances/exits and one-way directional signage

5. Breaks
   Single-serve and pre-packaged condiments, food and beverages; breaks coordinated across groups to manage guest traffic

6. Meals
   Pre-packaged, grab-and-go, or plated meals, modified buffets with servers, shields, hand sanitization and queue management

7. Table Settings
   Minimized table settings, pre-packaged or disinfected between use

8. Cleanliness
   More frequent cleaning in high traffic areas + during breaks

9. Requests + Billing
   Touchless options via Marriott's Meeting Services App, and reduced handling of planner's personal meeting materials
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FITNESS CENTERS

1. ENHANCED CLEANING
Sanitization of equipment, treatment rooms, and lounge areas between use; high-touch surfaces cleaned hourly

2. SANITATION STATIONS
Hand washing and hand sanitizer stations placed in common areas

3. PHYSICAL DISTANCING
Modified floor plans to increase space between equipment, furniture, etc.

4. SHARED USE ITEMS
Sanitization of hair dryers, beverage vending, etc., between use, or replaced with single-use alternative

5. LOCKER ROOMS
Lockers and keys sanitized between use; assigned lockers staggered to increase physical distancing

6. FITNESS ALTERNATIVES
Promotion of resort and outdoor fitness alternatives
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*Procedures and information is subject to change. As recommendations are revised, we will update these procedures accordingly.*

1. **ENHANCED CLEANING**
   Focused on using the right chemicals in every area; sanitizing equipment, surfaces and furniture between use

2. **FOOD + BEVERAGE**
   Grab-and-go food delivery options; pre-packaged and single-use cutlery condiments, etc.

3. **PHYSICAL DISTANCING**
   Increase in space between tables, chairs, and equipment in all pools, beach, and resort areas

4. **SELF-SERVICE STATIONS**
   Self-service stations may be replaced with single-use alternatives

5. **CABANAS**
   Day beds, cabanas and interior furnishings sanitized between use

6. **TOWEL STANDS**
   Towel desks, hutches, or stands should be sanitized at a minimum of hourly

7. **BEACH EQUIPMENT**
   Sports equipment and all shared use items and equipment sanitized between use

8. **KIDS CAMP + PLAYGROUND**
   Modified operations to disinfect toys, surfaces and equipment between use

**POOL+ RESORT**

O U R  C O M M I T M E N T  T O  C L E A N